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Abstract—Trust and reputation management is gaining nowa-

days more attention then ever as online commodity exchange

and other open virtual societies became a widespread reality.

Most widely used computational models use reputation met-

rics as global property assigned to each party. More sophis-

ticated models try to use reputation as subjective property.

While introducing subjective reputation there arise a need to

model preferences of agents. In this paper we propose to use

weighted ordered weighted average (WOWA) operator to sup-

port the decision maker in assessing available evidence about

other’s party behavior. The WOWA aggregation is defined

by two weighting vectors: the preferential weights assigned to

the ordered quantities and the importance weights assigned

to several attributes. It allows one to express both the pref-

erence regarding sources of information by the corresponding

importance weights and the compensation between attribute

values aggregated by the preferential weights.

Keywords— decision support, management concepts, multicrite-

ria reputation model.

1. Introduction

Internet society has become reality. Nowadays more and
more of commodities are exchanged via online commerce
sites. Success of online auctions like e-Bay or Allegro has
shown how dramatically fast more and more aspects of hu-
man life are moving online. But commerce of goods and
services is not the only domain changed by the Internet.
Peer-to-peer (p2p) networks exchanging software and data
are getting more and more attention too. Wikipedia, an on-
line encyclopedia constantly developed by anonymous users
sharing their wisdom end expertise with others. We rely
more and more on people or agents whom we probably are
never going to meet face to face in “real” life, probably
we are not going to establish long term relationship with
most of them. Therefore old ways of assessing transaction
counterparts are of little use in online world. Thus users
try to assure security for online life by designing and im-
plementing trust management systems, algorithms and pro-
tocols that are to provide trust between members of such
systems.
There are various definitions of trust and there are differ-
ences among researchers on how define trust. Most popular
in literature is definition by D. Gambetta [1]:
“Trust is a particular level of subjective probalility with

which an agent will perform a particular action both be-

fore he can monitor such action (or independently of his

capacity of ever to be able to monitor it) and in context in

which it affects own action”.
The “probability” mentioned above is “subjective” since ac-
cording to this definition the same agent may be perceived
differently by other members of the same virtual commu-

nity. Not all models follow this assumption some aim to
compute some kind of global evaluation of a certain agent
(it will be mentioned below).
The second component that is very tightly coupled to the
concept of trust is reputation. Generally reputation is “what-
is-said” about certain agent in a given community. That’s
why if we consider any subset of this community the repu-
tation of the same agent may differ. It’s important to notice
that reputation is not what a certain agent “thinks” about
the other, reputation is a kind of aggregation of opinions
communicated by a given group of agents. This concept
coming from the cognitive theory of reputation is exploited
by J. Sabater et al. in [2].

2. Trust and Reputation Models

Computational trust and reputation management models
usually use 4 sources of information to build view on a par-
ticular agent:

1. Own direct experience – these are valuations that
come from agent’s own interactions with the target
agent. The credibility of those valuations is perfect,
so they are most valuable for any trust model. The
problem is that in real world situations rarely there
exists more than 1 interaction that involves the same
2 agents. So the ability to collect enough data based
on direct experience is very limited.

2. Observations – in some environments agents are able
to observe performance of the others. Like with the
direct experience those evaluations are highly valu-
able. Very rarely though open virtual communities
offer the ability to monitor interactions of others to
everybody.

3. Witness information – these are valuations provided
by other agents regarding third party. Those can
be vulnerable to untrue valuations malicious agents
who are willing to destroy others reputations or con-
trary inadequately promote others. Apart from those
threats different agents assess others performance dif-
ferently. Behavior totaly inappropriate in the eyes
of one can be correct when assessed by the other.
Witness information is actually something that con-
stitutes reputation as word-of-mouth.

4. Context information – each interaction is performed
in a particular context. Context can be described as
a vector of parameters different for each system. For
online auction example this can be the value of the
transaction, whereabouts of the seller or buyer, means
of payment, type of merchandise.
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Trust models usually recognize at least 2 roles of an agent
that could be considered when determining trust metrics.
These are firstly trust on whether particular agent will per-
form as we expect him to do and secondly whether he can
be trusted as an informant. This can be further divided
into roles based on what kind of activity we require from
the particular agent: for example, one can be trusted seller
but fail at delivering services. Other important dimension
that is used in trust and reputation models is time. Usually
trust is a function of reputation and the time elapsed from
the events that update the reputation. This reflects belief
that conclusions based on past behavior are less accurate
the further in the past we look. What differs among vari-
ous reputation based models is what kind of so called third
party information is exchanged.

Some of the models assume that peers exchange their
overall evaluation of “other party” some call it image [2].
In such situation whole evaluation process as well as the
criteria may be totally different at each peer. But clear ad-
vantage of such models is that the information traffic is
minimal.

Second kind of reputation based models assume that agents
exchange evaluations on transactions they had with the
other party like in e-Bay feedback system. This allows to
incorporate time into the model as receiver of such infor-
mation is able to for example disregard evaluations associ-
ated with transactions older then arbitrary threshold. Such
models are most widely used in online commerce sites, for
example e-Bay, we will look into this later. Still such mod-
els assume that criteria each evaluator uses and his utility is
not known and not shared among members of such virtual
community.

Another thing that needs to be considered while designing
trust model is source reliability. As it was stated above,
most of the information that particular agents has to rely
on is information provided by third party. It’s crucial to
eliminate information coming from unreliable sources. The
source may be lying on purpose in order to increase own
reputation or reputation of some associated identity or to
decrease others party reputation. Models developed so far
address this problem various ways. One way is by introduc-
ing pre-trusted peers [3] and forcing agents to put at least
some amount of “trust” in the pre-trusted peers. Others set
up protocol to detect malicious peers by asking them about
things already known to the asking party. If answer is dif-
ferent such peer’s reliability as an informant is decreased.
This approach is used in models that assume that the
same transaction may be observed by more then 2 involved
parties.

One other thing that can be considered in trust/reputation
models is agent’s confidence about his judgment. When
asked about opinion on some other party agent can pro-
vide his rating noting that he is sure about this opinion
only up to the certain level. This means that each rating
is a vector of two values. This is especially applicable to
models using reputation as a message exchanged between
parties. In such case agent can express using confidence

the fact that he had very little experience with the assessed
party. Models using transaction rating do not require this
additional information. Confidence value associated with
specific valuation make the aggregation procedure signif-
icantly more complex. Up to now quite large number of
trust models have been developed. Most important are pre-
sented below. We have focused on how user preferences
are incorporated in those models and how valuations are
aggregated.

3. Selected Trust Management Concepts
Review

3.1. Online Auctions Reputation Models

The most widely used are very simple reputation based sys-
tems like e-Bay feedback system. They are based on three
valued feedback provided by transaction parties on how
they assess the transaction. Positive values mean that the
party is satisfied with partner’s performance. Neutral values
usually mean that transaction is judged as sufficiently cor-
rect. Negative feedback values usually mean that transac-
tion was highly unacceptable. It turns out that vast majority
of feedback is positive with very little neutral or negative
feedback. But there exists significant percent of transactions
with no feedback at all. The problem is that giving negative
or neutral feedback threatens that other party will retaliate,
so people who actually dislike the performance of their
transaction partner choose not to provide feedback instead
of giving negative. Transaction evaluations (–1,0,1) are
summarized over certain period of time (e-Bay – 6 months).
Although simple and vulnerable to false information the
above mechanism proved to be usable since online auction
and general open e-Commerce sites are successful.

Preference structure representation. User preferences are
not expressed directly but through feedback value. It’s not
known what made agent to provide certain value.

3.2. Probabilistic Models

The eigen-trust [3] algorithm has been proposed as a mean
to provide trust in the anonymous peer-to-peer networks.
The measure of trust is a normalized value between 0 an 1
reflecting number of satisfactory and unsatisfactory trans-
actions with a given peer versus all peers. Since not all
peers interact with each other the experiences of others are
the only source of information. The party gathering infor-
mation may ask his direct counterparts about their opinion
on a specific target. Their opinions are weighted by the
trust value that given peer places in them. Doing further
this way one party may ask his friends about their opin-
ions. This is done by multiplying consecutive local trust
values. Such computations converge under certain assump-
tions to the global trust vector that shows how much trust
the system as a while places in its members.
The eigen-trust model uses concept of transitive trust. Val-
uations exchanged between peers refer to the peers repu-
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tation not individual transactions. It is assumed that the
preference structure of each peer is the same, namely it’s
the difference between successful interactions and unsuc-
cessful ones. The only piece of subjectivity is when agent
is to evaluate whether certain interaction was successful or
not. Another example of probabilistic approaches is model
proposed by Shillo et al. [4]. In this model each interaction
is assessed as either good or bad. The personal trust value
that one agent places into another is Q = e/n, where n is
a number of observed interactions and e is a number of pos-
itive ones (when other party behaved honestly). An agent
can ask other agents about their impressions on observed
interactions. Model assumes that agents do not lie about
interactions they observe therefore while considering mes-
sages from others, there is no need to resolve conflicts (the
same interactions assessed differently by different agents).

3.3. Abdul-Rachman, Heils Model

Some models use linguistic labels instead of numerical rat-
ings to represent social valuations. This model is especially
interesting as it tries to deal with the issue of different per-
ception of the same information by different agents (peo-
ple). The idea of this model is that assessing agent can
give the other party one of 4 labels based on his opinion
about the other. These labels are namely:

– very trustworthy (VT),

– trustworthy (T),

– untrustworthy (U),

– very untrustworthy (VU).

Agent maintains number of interactions of each of the above
categories for every other agent in the society (system). The
general assessment of the agent is label with maximum
number of interactions that “support” this label. In case of
two or more labels having the same count model introduces
uncertaintly measures into assessment.
The most interesting part of the model specification is how
it deals with the reports (opinions) provided by other mem-
bers of the system. If an agent receives information from
the other agent assessing some third party as for exam-
ple VT and the agent has previously assessed the same
other party as only T he will adjust any future opinions
received from the same agent accordingly, that is he will
lower them. The preference structure at this model is not
externalized by the agents but it is expressed indirectly by
comparing assessments of the same information.

3.4. OWA Trust

In 1988 Yager [5] proposed new aggregation operator or-
dered weighted average (OWA). It is similar to weighted
mean operator. Weights though are not assigned to partic-
ular criteria but to the values within criteria permutation
from the biggest value to the smallest value. Formal de-
finition of the operator is as follows: given vector of n cri-

teria we have xi for i = 1 . . .n and preferential weights vec-
tor wi for i = 1 . . .n while ∑

n
i=1

wi = 1. The OWA operator
is defined as follows:

n

∑
i=1

wixσ(i) ,

where σ(i) is certain permutation of vector x that

xσ(1) ≥ xσ(2) ≥ xσ(3) ≥ ... ≥ xσ(n).

This operator is used in a trust management model proposed
in [6]. Local reputation values are calculated as ti j = 1 or
ti j = 0 if the given peer would have only one successful
or unsuccessful interaction with the other peer. If there
was more interaction between two peers the overall local
reputation is calculated as follows:

rn
i j = αnrn−1

i j +(1−αn)tn
i j.

The αn parameter is accounts for aggregation “freshness”,
that is how past transactions are important compared with
the last one. High values are for the case when past val-
ues are far more important than the last one otherwise last
interaction is more important. Local reputation is of little
use if interactions between same peer pairs are rear. This
is almost always the case in online society systems. For
such situation model provides the concept of network rep-
utation. Local reputation values from the pool of voting
peers are aggregated using the OWA technique. Local rep-
utation values are ordered and aggregated using the set of
weights. Authors do not impose any procedure on select-
ing weights for a given model realization. Authors show
that selection of weights reflects decision maker’s attitude
towards situation.

4. Multicriteria Reputation Model

The model presented in this paper is addressing the po-
tential problem associated with reputation representation.
As it was mentioned above models exchange either infor-
mation about other agents or about transactions. In both
cases they exchange aggregated social evaluations build on
how they personally perceive other users or certain transac-
tions. Such approach hide the preference structures of the
agents. Messages biased by the ones preference structure
may lead to wrong assessment of other agents. The propo-
sition is to make information exchanged between agents as
objective as possible and to allow consumers of this infor-
mation to make their own judgments. Models that assume
exchange of social valuations of other agents bias the eval-
uations more than ones exchanging data on transactions so
in the presented concept the content of the message will be
associated with the single transaction.

4.1. Outline

The first thing to do implementing the model is to set up
a set of criteria associated with the single transaction.
Next we need a common way to express the preference
structure of each member of the system. This need to be as
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easy as possible and selected a priori since in a general case
agents may not be able to modify their preference structures
assessing each interaction.
We need to set up an algorithm to aggregate interactions
and make a decision based on the criteria whether to trust
or not to trust.

4.2. Selecting Criteria

Setting up a group of criteria is the most vulnerable part of
the model. It is very tightly coupled with the actual domain
the model being implemented into. The important part is
that calculating satisfaction levels for this criteria should be
as objective as possible. If it is not we are threatened to
exchange single biased social valuation into a set of them
which is far less attractive but still can provide some ad-
vantage. We can consider following example criteria:

– latency of payment or delivery in case of an auction
service;

– price (compared to other items of the same kind in
the service in the same time);

– number of e-mail’s exchanged between buyer and
seller;

– response time in case of a question;

– download speed in case of p2p network;

– number of errors during download, etc.

For successful application of aggregation operator, criteria
satisfaction measures need to be commeasurable, therefore
they need to be normalized. Since selection of criteria is
out of the scope of this paper this topic won’t be elaborated
further.

4.3. Setting up Preference Structure

The preference structure implemented in the presented
model is twofold. First setup is associated with the issue of
aggregating information about past transactions reported by
other users. This is actually aggregating reputation metric
with regard to each of the criteria separately. Every trust
management model based on reputation has its own way
of aggregating reputation data. This aspect is discussed in
detail in [7]. Previous section gives short overview of this
topic with regard to the selected models described above.
In this paper author proposes one possible aggregation tech-
nique with very significant expression power.
An important aspect to consider is source reliability. For
now we do not go far into this area. As it was mentioned in
the beginning there are being developed various algorithms
and protocols that deal with this problem. For now we
assume that given agent is able to assess the reliability of
the information coming from other agents, and eliminates
messages from malicious informants. It’s worth to notice
that being a malicious informant may not come with fail-
ing with delivering as expected. Presented model is to deal
with assessing trust with regard to the agent performance in

delivering merchandise, data, payments . . . and not reputa-
tion valuations (criteria satisfaction levels) associated with
other members of the community.
The next aspect addressed by trust management models is
information being biased by informants own attitude to-
wards assessed situations. This is the problem that pre-
sented model is trying to answer. As mentioned above
satisfaction levels of the selected criteria should be ob-
jectively calculated possibly by the system itself, or nor-
malized in order to establish common view of this val-
ues by all agents. The next problem is how agent may ex-
press his preferences in order to judge whether he can trust
the other or not. This involves comparing calculated trust
value with arbitrary threshold (independent for each agent)
in order to make a decision to go on with the interaction or
to retreat. Setting up preference structure should be as easy
and understandable but at the same time needs to have as
much expressive power as possible to cover possibly wide
range of preferences.

4.4. Weighted Ordered Weighted Average

Weighted ordered weighted average (WOWA) aggrega-
tion operator was proposed by V. Torra [8] as a general-
ization to previous ordered weighted operator proposed by
Yager [5]. Torras conception is based on two weighting
vectors:

– preferential weights vector wi
1, associated with val-

ues permutation from the highest value to the lowest;

– importance weights vector pi associated with each of
the aggregated criteria.

Formal WOWA definition is described below:

WOWA(x1, ....xn) =
n

∑
i=1

ωixi,

while weights ω are constructed as follows:

ωi = w∗(∑
j≤i

pσ( j))−w∗(∑
j<i

pσ( j)).

Function w∗ interpolates points (i/n,∑ j≤i w j) and point
(0,0) if points can be interpolated using linear functions
they should be interpolated in this way. In case when pref-
erential weights pi are equal and sum up to one, WOWA be-
comes standard OWA operator with preferential weights wi.
When preferential weights are equal and sum up to one,
WOWA operator becomes weighted average operator. The
WOWA aggregation generalizes both OWA and weights
average and its actual value are always somewhere in be-
tween those aggregation methods.

4.5. Aggregation of Interactions

We need to consider how information regarding past in-
teraction involving assessed agent is being aggregated. We

1In general case number of preferential weights can be higher than the
number of values aggregated [9].
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should aggregate values for each criterion to present to user
single vector of aggregated criteria satisfaction levels. We
propose to consider use of the WOWA aggregation tech-
nique as well suited approach for this case. As mentioned
above particular agent while assessing reliability of the in-
former can use several techniques. However the problem it-
self is not an easy task and very often agents cannot a priori
assess the reliability of others, especially in environments
when very rarely there exists more than one interaction in-
volving particular pair of agents. If environment/system
allows to monitor reliability of the information, agent can
derive a kind of rating for messages he acquired from other
parties. If no such functionality is available, messages can
be arranged with respect to the date they were created.

In either case derived ratings can be used to establish the
vector of importance weights as described in WOWA def-
inition. WOWA gives us also possibility to express atti-
tude towards values of selected criteria satisfaction levels. If
particular agent requires that all messages regarding inter-
actions with other party should show high level of perfor-
mance with respect of a given criteria, he should set prefer-
ential weights to form an “anding” operator. If he requires
at least one message to be highly satisfactory he should
form more “oring” operator. The question of “orness” and
“andness” are described in [5].

4.6. Aggregation of Criteria

At this point decision maker is presented with a set of
aggregated criteria satisfaction levels. This actually sets up
a multicriteria analysis situation. If the situation would be to
choose counterpart that can be most trusted with regard to
this situation the whole multicriteria analysis methodology
and tools could be used to support decision maker (DM)
at choosing the best alternative. For instance in case of hu-
man DM the reference point method could be successfully
applied. But in most trust management situations there
exists only a pair of agents and for each of them the inter-
action requires binary go/not go decision. Further in many
cases agent (DM) is not human and cannot modify its pref-
erences interactively. Rather it can be equipped with some
a priori set preference structure to filter the available data
and make decisions comparing calculated metrics with ar-
bitrary selected threshold. Again WOWA can be used as
a scalarizing function. Agent, for example user of online
auction service, can establish importance weights to ex-
press tradeoffs between criteria. The preferential weights
in this are case also used to express how many criteria in
general have to be satisfied and to what extent. Calculated
overall value is then compared against individual threshold
and decision to go with the interaction is based upon this.

5. Conclusions and Further Work
This paper presents outline of trust management model
that puts stress on subjective interpretation of information
in decision making process. It shows possible way of set-
ting up preference structure by parameters of WOWA ag-

gregation operator. Model requires that criteria selected to
describe single interaction can be objectively measured and
subjectively assessed. While constructing vector of criteria
satisfaction levels it has to be assured that its components
are commeasurable.
There are still issues that have to be elaborated. Objec-
tive selection and measurement of criteria much depends
on particular system and environment but is crucial for suc-
cessful application of above technique. Some work needs
to be done to check real life scenarios if such criteria can
be monitored with satisfactory level of objectivity. In case
of interaction aggregation setting up importance weights is
much dependent on agents reliability verification method.
If such method is nonexistent or can be compromised easily
it might be good to consider setting all importance weights
to equal value reducing WOWA to OWA operator.
It’s planned to apply this model to a real life situation of
online auction service. If all agents are forced to express
their preferences in a common and understandable form
there arises opportunity to analyze users of such system
with regard to their preference structure and to adopt system
accordingly.
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